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Hugo Schiff counts a restricted form of hydrocarbons with exactly one cycle in a simple, connected,
loop-less graph with nodes of maximum degree 4.

PACS numbers: 02.10.Ox, 33.15.Bh

I. OEIS A002094

A. Simple graphs with a single cycle

Hugo Schiff constructs hydrocarbons with fixed num-
ber n of carbons following rules inherited from combi-
natorics of alkanes [1][2, A002094], where (according to
standards of organic chemistry) carbons have valences of
4. The hydrogens are tacitly complementing the bonds
to the valence of 4, and their role is redundant from the
combinatorics point of view. So the graphs are concerned
with the carbon skeletons with nodes of maximum degree
of 4. The carbons have only single bonds, so the edges are
undirected. Each graph has exactly one cycle of length
2 ≤ c ≤ n. (To disentangle the nomenclature here: a
cycle of length 2 is not considered a multiedge.)

To construct the graphs one could

• start from the unlabeled trees on n nodes [2,
A000055], or rather from [2, A000602] for an early
cap on the degrees, and add one edge between two
nodes of a tree (of maximum degree 3) to generate
the cycle. Then eliminate duplicates.

• or start from simple polygon graphs with c =
2, 3, . . . , n nodes and attach unlabeled rooted trees
[2, A000081] along a subset of nodes in the cy-
cle to partition the remaining nodes. The rooted
trees need to have root out-degree ≤ 2 (the other
two edges are already spent of the ring) and oth-
erwise out-degree ≤ 3. So the generating function
is the infinite sum over the cycle indices of the di-
hedral groups of order 2c, substituting the gener-
ating function of the (restricted) rooted trees into
the polynomials, see Section II. Use of the dihe-
dral group here, not the cyclic group, means that
flipping the entire ring over does not generate new
geometries from the point of view of chemistry.

The sequence grows slowlier than [2, A001429] because
A001429 allows degrees of 5 and more.
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B. 3 carbons

There are two graphs with 3 nodes, one with a cycle
of 3 carbons and another with a cycle of 2 carbons:

C. 4 carbons

There are five graphs with 4 nodes. One with a cycle
of all 4 carbons. Another with a cycle of 3 carbons:

Three with a cycle of 2 carbons:

D. 5 carbons

There are 10 graphs with 5 nodes. One with a cycle of
all 5 carbons. One with a cycle of 4 carbons:

Three with a cycle of 3 carbons:
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Five with a cycle of 2 carbons:

E. 6 carbons

There are 25 graphs with 6 nodes. One with a cycle of
all 6 carbons. One with a cycle of 5 carbons.

Four with a cycle of 4 carbons. Attaching the two
carbons outside the cycle at two different nodes on the
ring generates two variants, a cis and a trans-position:

Six with a cycle of 3 carbons:

Thirteen with a cycle of 2 carbons:

II. ROOTED TREES PLANTED INTO THE
RINGS

The rooted trees, which we may fasten at each node of
the ring, have out-degree ≤ 2 on the root and out-degree
≤ 3 on all other nodes [2, A000642]. There is one with 1
lone node. There is one with 2 nodes:
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The generating function is

A000642(x) = x + x2 + 2x3 + 3x4 + 7x5 + 14x6 · · · (1)

III. RESULTS

Plugging the generating function of A000642 into
the cycle index of the dihedral groups and summing
the cycle indices over c ≥ 2 yields 1, 2, 5, 10,
25, 56, 139, 338, 852, 2145, 5513, 14196, 36962,
96641, 254279, 671640, 1781840, 4742295, 12662282,
33898923, 90981264, 244720490, 659591378, 1781048728,
4817420360, 13050525328, 35405239155, ... for n ≥ 2.

Limiting the cycle lengths to c = 2 would generate [2,
A000631]. The contribution from cycles of length c = 3
is [2, A063832]:

A000642(n) = A000631(n)+A063832(n−3)+. . . from c ≥ 4
(2)
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